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Copyright © 1991 by The Council of Independent Colleges.

All rights reserved. No part of this hook may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or hy any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or any
information storage or retrieval system, without written permission from the publisher.

Copies of this workbook may be ordered from the C1C Publications Department,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 320, Washington, D.C. NOW

The (4nineil of Independent Colleges
The Council of Independent Colleges is the national service association of
independent liberal arts colleges and universities. The Council has four
broad goals: 1) to build strong leadership skills among administrators of
member colleges; 2) to promote innovation by member colleges and help
them sustain outstanding educational programs and management effective-
ness; 3) to advance public awareness of thc leadership, accomplishments,
and distinctive characteristics of CIC colleges; and 4) to provide its mem-
bers with both practical skills to address today's challenges and ideas to
anticipate tomorrow's opportunities. The Council achieves its goals by spon-
soring annual institutes and conferences on topical issues, maintaining spe-
cial membership services (such as a national "Ibition Exchange Program),
and conducting national projects.

"l'he (:ouncirs membership includes 300 colleges and universities. In addi-
tion, 30 state, regional, and national education associations and education
offices of religious denominations are Affiliate Members, and 60 corporations
and foundations help underwrite the Council's work as Sponsoring Members.
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Purpose

Faculty who are excited, committed. and involved with their work help create stimu-
kiting, supportive, and challenging environments for students. In short, college envi-
ronments that sustain facuRy are likely to enrich students. lin creating and
maintaining such environments requires thoughtful attention from faculty and
administrative leaders as well as from individual faculty members at all ranks. The'
Jiademii librkplaff Audit is a useful tool for colleges interested in supporting faculty
morale and the quality of the academic workplace. It is designed to stimulate dis-
cussion and analysis of organizational conditions that relate to the quality of a col-
lege as a workplace and the strength of faculty morale. The Judi/ was developed
from te findings of a studY sponsored by the Council of Independent Colleges to
identify organizational factors and conditions that characterize colleges where facul-
ty morale is strong. While the 3w/it is designed specifically for use in small colleges,
it can be adapted in part or in its entirety to stimulate consideration of similar issues
at larger universities.

Format

The Midit is organized into nine sections, each fiwusingon one important organiza-
tional factor that relates to faculty morale and a positive academic workplace. The first
four sections deal with organizational factors of primary importance in regard to faculty
morale. The subsequent five sections, though nAt of equal weight with those in the
first group, also are important issues pertaining to the quality of the academic work-
place and the level of faculty morale. These factors were identified through the (1( :-
sponsored studv Of organizational factors related to positive academic workplaces.

Primary Factors

Organizational ( :ukure

Leadership

Organizational Promise and Momentum

Institutional Identification ( oupled with institutional I )ker.ity

Related Factors

Support for Scholarship

Facult\ I h..\ clopmunt

Balance of Intrinsic and l'Atrinsic Ito\ anis

Nature of (:olleagoeship

College-Community Rclations



Facil section of the Audit begins with a brief statement defining the particular orga-
nizational factor and providing the study findings concerning the role of this factor
in contributing to faculty morale and the quality of the workplace. This statement is
followed by a list of questions useful for stimulating and guiding in-depth, analytic
discussion and examination of the organizational factor. Finally, each section ends
with several open-ended statements to help focus ideas that emerge from use of the
Audit questions.

How to Use the Audit

The uses of the Audit should be determined at each college. There arc no "right" or
"wrong" answers to each question. Instead, the questions are designed to stimulate
and guide discussion, focus attention on important aspects of a college as an aca-
demic workplace. and suggest possible issues toward which further specific at ten-
don might be directed.

The' Audit can be used in its entirety, or one or several sections max' be extracted from
the whole do,Jument. Though the Audit is organized to begin with the four most
important organizational factors that relate to morale and the quality of the work-
place, users should feel free to reorder the sections to correspond with their specific
college's needs and interests. Furthermore, a college might choose to confine its time
and attention to a sampling of questions in each section. Whether a college chooses
to use the complete Audit or only a section or two, sufficient time should be allocated
for faculty members to respond and the results to be compiled and analyzed:

A typical use for the Audit is as a tool to initiate and guide discussion among commit-
tees or groups of faculty and administrative leaders who are interested in building
on, enhancing, and sustaining the quality of the college's academic workplace. The
Aw/it also can be used as the primary activity around which a faculty retreat is struc-
tured. When used with a group, responses to each question in a section can be cate-
gorized and analyzed for common themes as well as for the range of responses.

ln addition to its primary usefulness as a way to elicit and guide discussion, the
Audit questions can be used lw faculty or administrative leaders as a framework for
individual reflection on the condition of morale and the workplace as well as for con-
sideration of ways in which to improve one's leadership practices. Additionally, presi-
dents and deans report that the Audit has strong potential as a guide for institutional
discussions and review during accreditation studies.

Related Materials

The .ludit is a companion piece to a volume entitled A Good Plate to If ?irk: Soun (hook
for the zhadernii ii;o-kplwe which also is available from the (:)uncil of Independent

olleges. The .S'ourir/wAk provides more detailed guidelines and offers a varlet s. of
approaches for examining a college as a workplace, and suggests specific wavs to use
the Audit. .1tddit ionallv, it discusses ideas for effective oiganizational strategies to
enhance l'acuity morale and the quality' of the academic workplace and includes case
studies of ten ,.olleges v, here faculty morale tends to be high. In sum, the Soun.ebook

t.)



provides an arrav of suggestions and examples for exploring and enhancing an aca-

demic workplace: thus, it provides helpful information for adminktrative and faculty'

leaders at colleges using the Audit.



ORGANIZATIONAL curnIRE

Writhes: Every otganization hasa unique 'feeling* or "atmosphere' that can be
called its "culture.* Visitors sometimes will summarize a 'a culture in a few
words, such as "servics-oriented," "scadankally potcd, "competitive Of
*well-rounded* ekt, though we often use succinct phases, k is really the mix of
values, assumptions, goals, and behaviors that creates the institutional cuktue.
Though it is often hard to define, a colleges cukure comes moss in many ways:
through catalogues and other publications, speeches and publicunmeant', puss
tekases, classroom intetactions, campus archkecture, and special events such as
convocation and commencement. Though evesy organization has a culture, just as
every person has a personalim some colleges have taken special care to focus on,
talk about, and cultivate the distinctiveness of their institudonal culture.

Stu* Roams: Colleges where faculty monk is hfth have distincdve and easily
identifiable institutional cultures. Such a college hes a clearly anted snd fre-
quendy discussed mission that is will* understood and acceptedacross die
institution. Ceremonies and symbolssuch as convocations, campus architec-
ture, and special traditionsare used to underscort and express the key values
and goals contributing to the college's culture.

Clearly Defined Mission and Goals: What are the primary mission and goals of your
college? That is, why does the college exist?

tillues: What are the central values that your college wants to impart to students
(e.g., being of service, doing one's best, livi rig one's beliefs, achieving success)?

Clarity of the College Culture: 'lb what extent does your college have a clear and
identifiable college culture? llow would you describe the culture of the college
(e.g., highly competitive, service-oriented, achievement-oriented. high-powered)?

Agreement about the Culture: 'Ih what extent do faculty, students, and staff under-
stand and agree on the values, goals, and mission of the college?

Diversity of Views: I low much conflict exists over your college's mission, goals,
underlying values, and assumptions? flow are diverse views accommodated?

Articulation of the Culture: 'lb what extent and in what ways do institutional lead-
ers clearly and frequently discuss the mission and values of your college? "lb what
extent and in what ways do faculty members speak about the mission and values of
the college? What people most effectively articulate the institutional mission, goals,
and values?

Symbols of the Culture: In what symbolic ways are the mission, values, goals, and
culture of your college expressed? Through ceremonies (such as award dinners or
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commencement)? Through stories (such as commonly-told tales of early college
presidents or of a certain event that dramatically changed the direction of the col-
lege)? Through architecture (such as buildings named for special faculty members)?

Culture and the Currit.uhem: In what ways does the curriculum reflect your col-
lege's mission, goals, and values? How do the activities occurring within thc class-
rooms reflect the college's underlying goals, values, and assumptions? Furthermore,
how does the student body reflect the institutional culture?

Institutional Self-Reflection: How frequently and in what ways does your college
assess student, faculty, and staff perceptions of the institutional culture?

Public Image: Does the college actually do what it says it does? Do public state-
ments and materials accurately describe the college's mission and culture and the
daily lives of students and faculty?

After considering these questions, I (we) think our college has these strengths
pertaining to its institutional culture:

In terms of the institutional culture, I (we) think attention should be directed to
these areas:



I have these specific suggestions:
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LEADERSHIP

Doi *Maw College leadenhip sad governance involve not only the position',
dean, and other senioradministrators, but sho the faraday leaden. On the one
hand, the leadership styles of conags preaidents anddeanetheir experience and
knowledge, their aocembility to faculty and stilt their useof oiganhational
structures and processesav te decision-ma* climes dot an mit frOM
authoritarian to panicipatmt On the other head, the meat to whith Amity
members take responsthility fat mad get involved 1 theprocom ofinititudonal
decision making affects the nature and quafity o(iesdeseldp sod governence. in
addition to the administative sad faculty leaders, the structures sot up to facili-

tate decision making (e4, senates, commktees, faculty meetinp) are * factors
determining the quality of leadership and governance as well.

Snub Asa.: At colleges v;here faculty morale is high, both administrative
leaders and faculty members take responskility for making otgankational
decisions and running the institution. The adaministrative Wets ofsuch colleges
understand that strong leadership can exist with high loth officulty perticipa-
don. They understand the importance of beingvisionaries and articulators of the
college's mission, while also being accemible and sppredadve of the hicutrA
Rather than relying on crisis management, they tend tobe mdcipstory planners
who are receptive to new ideas end provide opportunities fraternity to have
input into decision-making pmetoran. The faculty at colleges with high morale
take seriously their role in institutional goramence by allocating tints to commit-
tee work and taking the initiative to interact with adminisuative hailers. Law
the administrative kaders, those ficulty in leadership roles are accessible and
invite the ideas of their colleagues. Leaden with these qualities are complement-
ed by otpnizational structuressenates, committees, factaty meetings--that
provide efficient, productive, and representative avenues for faculty involvement
in institutional matters.

Note: Because both administrative and faculty leadership are important. the ques-
tions in this section of the Audit are divided into two parts: 1) governance structures
and faculty leadership, and 2) administrative leadership.

Governance Structures and Faculty Leadership

Formal Structures: What formal structures exist to provide avenues for faculty
involvement in decision making? (These might include faculty meetings, faculty

senates, faculty committees, faculty representatives to the Board.) To what extent
do these structures function effectively as vehicles for faculty involvement in deci-

sion making?

Faculty Meetings: Are faculty meetings well attended? Is debate informed by solid
knowledge of related details and tempered with mutual respect?

1 0



Availability (ff Infornotion: Is information that is pertinent to the college as a whole
consistently made available, shared, and funnelled througt appropriate channels?

Faculty-Administrator Relationships: To what extent are relationships between
faculty and senior administrators characterized by trust, openness, and respect?

Roles of Administrators and Faculty: Are the roles of administrators and faculty
members held in equally high esteem, with the differences between the positions
being that of function rather than value?

Faculty Initiatity: To what extent do faculty leaders and individual faculty members
take the initiative to share ideas or concerns with the president, provost, or dean?

Climate for New dew: To what extent arc new ideas welcomed and nurtured by
faculty members? by faculty leaders? by thc president, dean, and provost?

Faculty Leaden as Consensus-Builders: In what ways do faculty leaders (senate
officers and representatives, committee chairs, and department chairs) act as "con-
sensus-builders" who invite the involvement of their colleagues?

Administrative Leadership

Articulation of Values: Do the senior administrative leadersparticularly the presi-
dent and deanfrequently and consistently articulate the mission and values of the
college?

ruionary Leaders: To what extent and in what ways do senior administrative lead-
ers hold forth a vision of the future of the college? Arc they long-range planners?

Leaders as Consensus-Builders: In what ways do the president and dean act as
"consensus-builders" who effectively invite members of thc college community to
embrace the mission, values, and future of the institution?

Shared AuthoriO: In what ways do the college's senior administrative leaders share
authority and power with the faculty, while also recognizing the responsibilities
unique to the senior-level positions?

Administrative Leaders' Awareness: To what extent do the president and dean
have a well-grounded awareness of the issues and circumstances affecting the facul-
ty as they do their work?

Accessibility of Leaders: How accessible are senior administrative leaders for formal
or informal interaction with faculty about college issues? How often do the presi-
dent, provost, or dean go to faculty offices for conversation?

Appreciation: How do senior administrators express recognition of and appreciation
to faculty? To what extent do they attend faculty presentations, performances, and
special events?
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After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths

regarding leadership and decision making:

MI

In terms of leadership and decision making, I (we) thinkattention should be

directed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:

a
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OW; \NIZATION11. PROMISE AND MOMENTIAI

Definition; A college may face a future darkened with difficult, threatening chal-
lenges or bright with prospect and possibility. fkirthermore, on the one hand, a
college may be reactive, without any strategic plan and dependent on the circum-
stances that arise; or, on the other hand, a college may be proactive about its
future, with a long-range plan fer how it will meet anticipated challenges and
advance its mission. Accordingly, faculty members may feel uncertain about how
the futurc of the college will affect their individual careers or excited about the
opportunities the institution's future will offer them.

Study FiNdings: Colleges with high faculty morale often are characterized by a
shared sense that the institution's future is promising. Ongoing strategic planning
that both addresses challenges to the college's well-being and advances the insti-
tution's mission is one way to develop and maintain organizational promise and
momentum. College projects that cross departmental boundaries, within which
individual faculty members and administrators can identify and pursue their own
interests, also encourage a sense of organizational momentum. For example, pro-
jects focused on critical thinking, writing across the curriculum, and improving
the freshman year experience require the contribution of faculty members and
administrators with diverse perspectives. Furthermore, in colleges where morale
is high, new projects and initiatives are balanced by continuing commitment to
established cr.nege goals and plans; thus, at its bcst, efforts to encourage organi-
zational momentum arc both renewing and compatible with oveiall college plans.

Promising Institutional Future:To w.rat extent IS there a shared sense that the
future ot the college is promising.:. Is there a feeling of "forward motion- for the col-
lege? How is this expresse&

Imig-Range Planning; Does the college engage in long-range, strategic planning:
Arc both administrators and faculty members included in the planning process:

College Projects: Is the college involved in projects that go beYond departmental
lumndaries (i.e.. (Ievelopment of innovative programs for new groups of students,
curriculum review and revision, writing across the curriculum)?

Opportunities ._Thr Involvement in Projects: Are opportunities a',nlable to all facult
members and adnUnistrators to participate in the college-wide projects? .1O what
extent is there wide invokement.'

Balance between Innovation and Stability: Is the selection of new institutional nu-
Ilan\ cs and protects guided IA the long-range goals and plans for the ()ii thc
other hand, does the college consider fle1N ideas \11hullt heimg. stilled b. tradition::

10
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After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths

regarding institutional promise and momentum:

In terms of institutional promise and momentum, I (we) think attention should

be directed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:

1 4
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110NAI, IDENTIFICATION ( (H PI,E1)
WITH INSTITVTIONAL DIVRSITY

Definition: While a college as an institution embracesa particular mission as well
as certain beliefs and values, individual faculty members bring their own histories,
commiunents, and values. Colleges must balance two issues: a) the extent to
which faculty members feel a commitment to and an identification with the insti-
tution's mission; and b) the extent to which the faculty group includes diversity in
such areas as gender, ethnicity; age, intellectual traditions, and political views. In
regard to factity identification with the institution, institutional goals and values
and those of individual faculty members may match closely, very loosely, or not at
all. In regard to diversit% college faculties may range from very homogeneous to
very heterogeneous.

Studs Sadists: At colleges where faculty morale is high, many faculty members
feel that their olvn values and commitments are general'', congment with institu-
tional pals. This identification with the institution is encouraged by careful fac-
ulty recruitment procedures, emphasis on cooperation rather than competition
between individuals and between departments, and reward systems that reflect
the college's priorities. However, ofequal importance, shared commitment to the
college's mission and values is balanced with a healthy respect for diversiry
among faculty, students, and staff. In fact, the presence of individuals of diverse
ages, genders, ethnicities, socioeconomic circumstances, and political views is a
critical and necessary ingredient for institutional vitalitT In sum, colleges videre
morale is high encourage faculty to support the institutional mission, while simul-
taneously, the institution welcomes diversity among the faculty.

Note; Because both faculty identification with the institution and diversity within
the college are irTortant, the questions in this section of the Audit are divided into
two parts: 1) institutional identification and 2) diversity and inclusivitv.

Institutional Identification

Congruence of Personal and Institutional Goals: lb What extent are faculty mem-
bers personal goals and values generallY congruent with those of the college?

Creating the Future: lb what extent do faculty feel that they arc key players in cre-
ating the future of the college? In what wavs are they part of this process?

Faculty Recruitment and Selection: lb what extent and in what ways do the process-
es of recruitment and selection of new faculty members emphasize a "match"
between the applicant and the institution? Are the mission, goals, values, and cultural
diaiaeteristics of the college clearly articulated to prospective new faculty members?

Cooperation as a Factor in Institutional Identification: '1() what extent does a spir-
it of cooperatiUtl ch:1 tact e hie the relationships between departments aod between



administrators and faculty? How is cooperation fostered? To what extent does a spir-
it of cooperation contribute to faculty identification with the college?

Reward Systems: To what extent and in what ways does the reward systcm for fac-
ulty coincide with the institution's professed purposes and emphases? (That is, if
teaching is held to bc of primary importance, docs it receive significant weight when
faculty are evaluated and rewarded?)

Diversity and Inclusivity

Respect for Diversity: To what extent is the distinctiveness and consistency of the
college's culture balanced with a healthy respect for and appreciation of diversity?

Encouragement of Diversity: In what ways arc faculty, students, and staff encour-
aged to develop and pursue their individual interests, commitments, and beliefs?

Spirit of Inclusivity: How are individuals of diverse perspectives welcomed and val-
ued in the college's culture?

Policies in Support of Inclusivity: To what extent has the college adopted pro-
active policies and practices that acknowledge the rights and dignity of all persons?
For example, in what ways does the college actively seek to employ womcn and per-
sons of all races and cultural and ethnic backgrounds?

Efforts to Eradicate Stereotypes: How does the college seek to eliminate stereo-
types connected with gender, race, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, and age? For
example, in what ways does the college encourage the use of language that empha-
sizes inclusiviry and promotes the elimination of inappropriate, prejudiced, and
demean;ng attiudes about gender, age, or cultural or racial identity?

Inclusiviot in the Classroom: In what ways does the college encourage teaching and
advising practices that affirm thc worth of all persons and diminish prejudiced and
demeaning attitudes concerning age, gender, and racial, ethnic, or cultural background?

I. 6
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After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding faculty identification with the institution and institutional support of
diversity:

In terms of institutional identification and institutional diversity, I (we) think
attention should be directed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:

I 7



iii SUPPORT FOR SCHOLARSHIP

has been defined as meal& that leads to
hiet hese sub-

sitibingteabtesderdeflnitilisofsdheladY '
recognises that Sibiady activity an take diverse boa Fortomniple, It can be a
cseativeend *wool toview of-others' mouth to
a dimmt chit
ant pithier* Participadte in a multWricipliney' team
issue; or usditional Marian 1fiwar% or field work that is published in scholarly
journals.

Sts* Findings: Colleen when morale is high define scholiuship broad* so that
faculty members can build on and expand their intfividusi strengths. Such col-
leges recognise and reward faculty for a variety of scholarly activities, such as
those mentioned above, whether or not the product is published.

Institutional Values and Scholarship: Is the definition of "sdiolarship" used by
faculty and administrators congruent with the expressed and implicit mission of the
college? For example, if teaching is a primary mission of the college, how does the
definition of "scholarship" relate to this aspect of the institutional mission?

Individual Faculty Members' Contributions: Does the working definition of
"scholarship" enable most faculty members simultaneously to build on their
strengths and interests and to fit reasonably well with the college's emphases?

Rewards for Scholarly Activities: What kinds of scholarly activities are rewarded
and in what ways? Arc expectations for scholarly activities clearly and consistently
articulated to faculty?

Pedagogical Work: Is evidence of teaching excellence viewed as an example of
scholarly activity?

Collaborative Work: Is collaborative work to develop cross-disciplinary programs or
courses recognized as scholarship?

Curriculum Development: Is extensive work in curriculum development treated as
a valued scholarly activity?

Opportunities to Share Scholarly Activities: What kinds of seminars and other
forums are arranged at the college so that faculty members can share their scholarly
activities?

Class Visits: How often do faculty members visit one another's classes?

Travel Support: Is financial support provided for faculty members to travel to meet
with colleagues from other institutions who share similar interests?

I s



Support for Redirection: What mechanisms exist to help faculty who have focused
their careers primarily on teaching to make a transition to doing more scholarly
work? How successful are these mechanisms?

Publicity: Do college publications acknowledge, describe, and publicize faculty
scholarly activities?

Grants Office: Is there a grants office or an individual who helps faculty members
identify opportunities to apply for funding and to write grant proposals?

Library: To what extent is thc library adequate to support scholarly work, in terms
of breadth and extent of holdings? How accessible and adequate is the inter-library
loan program?

Laboratory Equipment: How adequate is the scientific laboratory equipment for
supporting scholarly work?

Academic Computing Services: How adequate are the computing equipment and
the computing support staff?

Clerical Support: Is the clerical support sufficient for the scholarly work occurring
at thc institution?

4
After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding its support of faculty scholarly work:

II 19



In terms of support for faculty scholarly work, I (we) think attention should be
directed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:



FACITFY DEAFI.( )MIENT

Definition: In recent years, much attention has been directed to faculty profes-
sional growth. Some colleges have instituted organized programs to promote
ongoing faculty professional development as well as to assist faculty members in
addressing personal growth.

Study Findings: Colleges with high faculty morale offer a variety of faculty devel-
opment programs tailored to mcct the diverse career stages, professional inter-
ests, and personal and life circumstances of their faculty.

Professional Growth Programs: I )oes the college operate and fund faculty develop-
ment programs designed to enhance professional grow th: Such programs nnght
include leaves. :,:libaticals. travel to conferences, nujor libraries, professional and
scholarls meetings, and acti%ities to support research and teaching efforts.

Persimal Growth Programs: Are development opportunities concerning more person-
al issues in place. such as programs concerning health and wellness. career cc)unsehng,
retirement and outplacement counseling, and referrals for alcohol and drug abuse

larietv of Activities: Is the range of facultY development activities diverse and
innovative: For example, in addition to such typical activities as salthat icals and trav-
el support. are there seminars and lunches organited around topics of interest. stim-
ulating speakers visiting the campus. opportunities for facults and administrators to
pursue short-term off-campus experiences, and small grants for w hich faculty are eli-
gible for use in improsing their teaching. expanding their research interests or initi-
aling new projects;

Conference Attendan(e: 1)0 facolts receise financial support (t) attend prolessiiinal and
scholarly meetings ss hen they. arc giving papers: \\*hen they are not presenting papers:

Recognition of Diz.erse Faculty .1'eeds and Circumstai,ces: I.n what ss ass dll the
faculty des elopment Opportunities recogni/e and address differences in facults
needs according to career stage. gender, race, discipline, career aspirations, and sal-
lies: For example, how does the college assist new facolt members. or individuals
soon due to retire, or mid-career faculty interested in revitalluing their scholarly
interests: In sy haf specific ss avs are these needs addressed: Are there iithcr \sass
that would he helpful:

Publicity Are faculty well-informed about die as ailahle f +cults deyelopment progranis..'

Participation in hiculty Development: \\liar propirr ion id f:sculfs inumhers parnci,
pate in the facutis _eve.opment opportunities nil a regular basis (i.e.. sesera) tinics a
Year): .Are the asailahle programs adequate to meet facults needs and interests= Are
the\ scheduled at i'011 chum! times for facults schedules: Are thes held in easik
accessible place',..-



Organisational Structure: Has a formal organizatican: structure been established
at the college to ensure attention to faculty development (i.e., a committee, a facul-
ty development office, a director)?

Plaming for Faculty Development: How arc decisions made regarding those faculty
development projects to be supported? In what ways arc faculty invited to identify
their needs and interests? Is the planning process concerning faculty development
activities perceived by faculty as fair and appropriate?

Funding: In what budget line and at what level of support are faculty development
activities funded?

op

After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding faculty development:

In terms of faculty development, I (we) think attention should be directed to these
areas:
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I (we) have these specific suggestior.:;'



BAINsiCE OF INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC REWARDS

Definition: When faculty members evaluate thcir work and workplaces, thcy con-
sider both the intangible, intrinsic aspects of their work, such u the amount of
autonoms responsibility, and appreciation thcy experience, as well as the tangi-
ble, extrinsic aspects, such as salaries, benefits, and public recognition.

Study Radings: Colleges with high faculty morale recognize that faculty need
both intrinsic rewards (such as autonomy, responsibility, and appreciation) and
extrinsic rewards (particularly adequate salaries and benefits). Neglect of either
the intrinsic or extrinsic rewards threatens the quality of the workp4ce and the
level of faculty morale. While some colleges where morale is high have low salary
levels, faculty perceive that the intrinsic rewards are strong and that the institu-
tion makes good faith efforts to provide reasonable salaries.

Equitable Sala?), Policies: Are salarN policies equitable. not excessively "market-
driven." but rather, fair to all groups within the faculty?

ttention to Salary Ixt.els: Is reasonable attention given to maintaining faculty.
salam and benefit levels that are competitive with similar colleges? What priority is
given to salarY and benefits within the scope of the total institutional budget?

(iood Faith Effort: I ) the salary lclels and salar\ distribution make sense to the
faculty? I f salaries are relatiek low, is the facultV convinced that a good faith effort
is being made on their behalf?

Autonomy: Do facIlir\ feel t he have considerable autonomy and freedom in con-
ducting their teaching and other scholark act k it ies? Do the\ feel that senior admin-
istrators support their autonom\

.,lppreciation: I )0Cs the college have a Variety of wa.N to express appreciatiOn I() fac-
ulty members? Are appreciation and recognition expressed both through formal,
ptiblic ceremonies and through informal, frequent comments and thanks? Arc
expressions of appreciation offered with Conviction and sincerity:

('ondition of the Physical Plant: Are facult \ offices sufficiently attractive and ade-
quate? I )0Cs each faculty member have a private office? ArC laboratories and equip-
ment adequate and accessible? Is the Mirarx adequate for facult\ and student work?

Secretarial Support: .V(.' the secretarial NN:Srefils adequate to support the work of
the ficIlIt\



After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding the balance of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards:

In terms of the balance of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, I (we) think attention
should be directed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:
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THE NATURE OF COLLEAGUESHIP

1:14fisitim The frequency and kinds of interactions that wan among faculty
nieMbers and between iheuity members and adndnittrators comprise one factor
inaussicing the quality ofa college as a workplace.

Shk. Finikor Colleges where monde is high are chatacterized by frequent
intemetios and emennanicedsa ameegficuky membem-The rehtdonshipe

between adage= are intebenteny stimulating and challengingos well as sup-
portive and encouregin&A feeling of communk% where each individual is valued

and respected, pervades these colleges.

Stimulation and Support: How often and in what ways do eiculty members chal-

lenge and support each other in their work? To what extent are relationships between

faculty members characterized by colleagueship and supportiveness? To what extent

are these relationships intellectually lively, challenging, and stimulating?

Faculty communication: To what extent do faculty members share ideas about

their teaching? About their reading and scholarly projects? About issues of impor-

tance for the institution?

Shared Esteem and Respect: Arc shared esteem and respect evident among col-
leagues throughout the college or are some departments or groups of faculty exclud-
ed or respected less highly? Does excessive rivalry or actual hostility exist between

certain departments or groups of faculty?

Appreciation of Diversity: 'lb what extent do faculty members welcome and
include colleagues whose perspectives or backgrounds arc in the minority? In what

ways are such faculty members encouraged to fed part of the collegial group?

Provision for Recognition: Does the college have awards or ceremonies to recognize
faculty colleagues who make noteworthy contributions in their teaching or other

scholarly work?

New Faculty: How are new faculty oriented, introduced, and integrated into the
college and its culture? Is there a Faculty Orientation Program that is carefully
planned to acclimate new faculty members to the college culture and traditions as
well as to their responsibilities? Arc part-time and commuting faculty members
included in orientation programs and purposefully integrated into the college?

Faculty Interaction: Is there an inviting faculty lounge or gathering place? Is it cen-
trally and conveniendy located, and is it used often? Where do faculty eat lunch or
get a cup of coffee?

Social Interaction: What social functions are traditionally held by and/or for faculty?
Are they well-attended? Do they serve to bring the college community together?



Feeling of Community: To what extent does the tcrm "communiry" characterize the
college? How is a feeling of "community" created and sustained?

After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding the nature of colkagueship:

In terms of the nature of colleagueship, I (we) think attention should be directed
to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:
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COLLEGE-CONINI[NlTi R.HAFIONS

Definition: Some colleges cultivate mutually supportive, highly interactive rela-
tionships with the communities where they are located. Other colleges have a

more isolated position within the community, with little involvement of faculty in
local activities and few opportunities for townspeople to use campus resources.

Study Findings: Colleges judged to have good academic workplaces often culti-
vate and maintain strong tics with the communities whet,. they are located.
Faculty members are respected by the community and are used as resource peo-
ple for community issues and activities. Faculty who engage in activities that
serve the local community are recognized and rewarded by the college.

College Contribution to the Local Community: What efforts does the institution
mike to sene the community and thereby maintain 11 valued and respected posi-
tion?

Faculty Involvement in the Community: what extent are faculty members
involved in community actkities?

Community Support of the Co /lege: To what extent and in what ways does the com-
munit identify with and support the college:

Esteem in the Community:1'o v.har extent are faculty members held in high esteem
in the community where the college is located:

Coll(ge Expectations of Faculty: ! )0es the college provide facult\ with clear expec-
titions regarding tacultv participation in community affairs?

Recognition of Faculty Involvement: Is facult service to the local community rec-
ognized and rewarded by the college? IS Such U1\01%1:flu:EH considered in evaluation
decisions: If so, in what ways?
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After considering these questions, I (we) think my college has these strengths
regarding college/community relations:

vilmiwismaI
In terms of college-community relations, I (we) think attention f auld be direct-
ed to these areas:

I (we) have these specific suggestions:
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Ill SUMMARY QUESTIONS

Overall, how would you describe the quality of the academic workplace at your

college?

Overall, how would you characterize faculty morale at your college?

What are your top three ideas for improving the quality of the workplace and

morale at your college?

mb



NOTES
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